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Many collect only their home state or region 
Others collect all 50 states 
Some add the District of Columbia stamps and 
the county and municipal  issued stamps of the 
states 
A few collect them topically



Many state revenue stamps, particularly those 
used on barrels, cartons, and crates received 
hard usage and may not be available in pristine 
condition as are postage stamps.



Did you know that the first United States 
revenue stamp was not issued by the 
Federal Government, but by a state?



In 1793, the state of Delaware issued three 
embossed documentary revenue stamps that 
were used for only four months

These stamps are listed in Scott’s as RM291-294 
and they preceded the First Federal Issue by 4 
full years!



Embossed revenue  stamps 
Imprinted revenue  stamps 
Adhesive revenue stamps  

Gummed  
Self-adhesive



Paper meter stamps  
Tapes 
Printed on documents 

Cigarette meter stamps on cellophane 
Decal stamps (water transfer and fusion)



Tax tags and tax tickets on cardboard 
Bottle cap tax caps 
Can tax crowns 



Documentary tax stamps 
Excise tax stamps 
Inspection tax or fee stamps 
Other special purpose stamps



Did you know that the first United States 
adhesive revenue stamp was not issued by the 
Federal Government, but by a state?



In 1857 the State of 
California issued a 
complex series of 
adhesive revenue 
stamps for use on Bills 
of Lading, Bills of 
Exchange, and Marine 
Insurance Policies. 
The California issue 
preceded the First 
Issue Federal revenue 
stamps of  1862 by 5 
years!





















































Revenue stamps embossed directly on 
documents were used in the early years of the 
country between 1793 and 1856 by Delaware, 
Virginia, and Maryland.



Maryland embossed revenue on full document



Maryland first embossed revenue, 1818, designed for use on banknote 
and held unconstitutional



Two states, Maryland and Nevada, imprinted 
tax stamps on finished documents similar to the 
Federal RN’s

Maryland Lottery Stamp on 1852 Ticket



Nevada imprinted revenue stamps on checks in 
the 1860’s



First used in the early 1930’s at the end of 
Prohibition on alcohol products in several 
states.



During 1940’s and 1950’s meter stamps were 
applied to a few other miscellaneous products 
to collect taxes



Late 1960’s when the federal government 
stopped using deed tax stamps, many states 
picked up this tax and collected it with meter 
stamps. Other documentary uses are known.











Usually used on granular commodities like feed, 
seed, and fertilizer that came in bags





Bulky food products like potatoes, apples, and 
seafood that were shipped in sacks, barrels or 
crates with tags attached





Some entertainment tickets indicate that either 
a state or municipal tax has been paid and its 
amount







Are quite abundant in form, and they 
Have been issued by all 50 states and, 
Fall into 4 major groups: documentary stamps, 
excise stamps, inspection or fee stamps, and 
other special function stamps 
It is noteworthy that: 

State revenue stamps represent both the first 
embossed revenue stamp (1793 – Delaware) and the 
first adhesive revenue stamp (1857 – California) ever 
used in the United States of America


